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Do you know thew  number
one reason your salespeople
don’t hitt  quota?t  According tog
analyst firmt  SiriusDecisions,
it’s because they don’ty  knowt
how tow  articulate value. This
means making yourg  number
literally comesy  down to
salespeople with their lips
moving andg  the ability toy  tell
a storya soy  powerful that itt
causes a prospecta tot  give up
their status quo, move past
no decision and choose you
over a competitor�—�alla  while
paying ag  premium.a

Let thatt  sinkt  in. The entire
success or failure of allf  your

company’s strategies, decisions and investments come down to
the moment whent  a salespersona  opens their mouth to speak.

65–7–8

A salesA conversation is a lota  liket  a footballa  game (I’m not usuallyt
much into football analogies, but thist  one is powerful). Consider
these three numbers: 65�–�7�–�8. Here’s what theyt standy  for:

65 – Average number of playsf  in a gamea

7 – Seconds it takest  to run a playa

8 – Minutes of actualf  “execution” per game
Think of allf the preparation it takest  to put footballt  players in a
position to win a game.a  The personnel decisions, financial
investments, development oft af  playbook,a  training andg
conditioning, and the practice and coaching. After months of
time and millions of dollarsf  spent, it allt  comes down to eight
minutes of actualf  execution to win a game.a  This isn’t allt  that
different fromt your company’s execution coming downg  to the
few minutesw  your salespeople actually engagey  in prospect andt
customer conversations.

The best story winsy

At thatt  criticalt  moment oft  truth,f  when your prospects are
hearing fromg  all of yourf  competitors, and they’re struggling tog
process the overwhelming amountg  oft  informationf  it takest  to
make a decision,a  only oney  thing cang  break through to provide
clarity�—�a greata story.t

The best story,t  told in the very besty  way,t  will win every timey
when everything elseg  is more or less the same.

A simpleA  tool to help you develop and deliver a winninga  storyg
comes from Joseph Campbell, a mythologista whot  traveled to
more than 100 countries documenting theg  most populart  myths
and stories. He discovered that allt  of thef  so-called “hero stories”
follow aw  similara  pattern across geography, culture and language.
From that het  created a storytellinga modelg  which is used today byy
many screenwriters,y  directors and producers to win the hearts
and minds of theirf  audiences.

This model has applicability fory  your selling storiesg  as well,
and here it ist  in five basic steps:

Step 1. The world is normal

Step 2. Something changesg

Step 3. The hero pushes back

Step 4. Enter the mentor

Step 5. The hero is convinced and saves the day
This same model is repeated in virtually everyy  heroy  story fromy
“Star Wars” to “The Karate Kid.” There’s something ing  the brain
that respondst  favorably toy  this model, and you need to harness
its power as you develop and deliver your eight-minute
customer story.

Your distinctr  point of viewf

In the book “Conversations that Wint  the Complex Sale,” which I
co-authored with Erik Peterson, we introduced a concepta  calledt
“Your Distinct Pointt  oft  View.”f  Based on the Campbell
storytelling model,g  this concept givest  you a structureda  approach
for organizing andg  telling yourg  story, but we’vet  simplified it
since the book was divided into four basic steps (see graphic on
page 19):

Step 1. Share an insight thatt  disruptst  the status quo and
gets the prospect tot  see the world is changing

Step 2. Demonstrate unconsidered problems and threats,
revealing gapsg  and deficiencies that maket  the status
quo unsafe

Step 3. Introduce new needsw  and requirements and an
alternative approach that providest  a cleara  and
contrasting “newg  safe”w

Step 4. Share a proofa  pointf  storyt  withy  contrast basedt  on a
comparable client companyt  thaty  struggled,t  made
a changea  and is succeeding
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8 minutes of executionf
How well do your salespeople live the story?
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The common idea in these two models is that the world is 
changing and it won’t go back to the way it was. The hero is your 
prospect, and initially they will struggle with the changes and 
not knowing whether it requires action on their part, or 

specifically which actions to take. 
You and your company are the mentor (not the 

hero, remember that). You provide clarity amid the 
confusion, helping the would-be hero understand the 
changes, why they can’t turn back and introducing 
the new path they need to take.

At the end, you share a story about a similar 
customer to get the prospect to “self-identify” as 
their company’s hero�—�and accept the call upon their 
life�—�to lead their company out of the unsustainable 
status quo and to the new safe solution.

Too dramatic for you?

What’s the alternative? Continue to have 
conversations and give presentations that sound the 
same as your competitors? Is it any wonder your 
prospects are lulled into a sense that there’s nothing 
new or different to get them to care enough to 
change or pay more?

Remember, the difference between winning and 
losing may come down to only eight minutes of execution. How 
are you going to outperform your competitor in those precious 
few minutes?  
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